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Hi Builders,
We are going into the fifth month of 2013 and the
weather is warming up nicely here in Louisiana. Soon we
will be having the first of many parades as in many other
states, not to mention the many car shows. Last season
most car shows were allowing exhibitors to have two
vehicle entries for one vehicle entry fee. If everything goes
as planned in the shop and this tradition continues, 2013
might just be the year that I can have two of my carriages
featured in a car show at one time. That would be fun and exciting.
As much as I hate to say it, this eight page issue of the HCRB Newsletter
will be the last issue of the old scheduled publication (every other month). I am
just not getting enough input (news & articles) to make it possible to publish on a
regular schedule at this time.
The next issue will be the November / December 2013 “Christmas Issue”,
to be released on November 30th. It will most likely feature coverage of the 2013
“Cotton Ginning/HCRB Meet” that will be in October, plus any articles I receive
before then.
The March 2013 issue marked the 4th Anniversary of the HCRB
Newsletters on the previous schedule. My sincere thanks to all of you that made
the four plus years possible....Any new issues will be released when there is
enough info / articles to make a copy...
Lee
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Homemade Fuel Tank
by Doug Murray
While working in my Model N project, I got to thinking about the fuel tank I should use. I am
using a 1971 Ford Pinto engine that will be a bit thirstier than the Briggs and Stratton
engines a lot of other builders are using. With this thought going through my mind I looked
around to see what Ford had used in 1906. I had purchased “Pate’s Early Ford
Encyclopedia” and found it was chock full of interesting details on the 1903 to 1909 Fords.
There was a photo of an original fuel tank that was soldered up out of steel sheeting.
I work with aluminum in the aircraft industry and thought – why not make up a tank out of
aluminum and rivet it together just like the fuel tanks in an aircraft. The tank measures 26”
L
x
8”
W
x9”‘H.

To start the tank, I made up two rectangle end plates and two center baffles with 5/8”
flanges. They are all the same size with only the corners notched out on the baffles.
The next step was to bend up the outside of the tank on my sheet metal brake. I started with
a 5/8” flange and then bent the side, bottom, side, and top. The next job was to figure out
rivet spacing - about 1 1/8” between rivets – and then drill all the holes in the tank skin.
Now I took a felt pen and marked a
centerline on the flanges on the ends and
baffles. By sliding the ends and baffles into
the folded outer tank skin I could line up
the marks on the flanges with the holes in
the skins. When all was lined up properly I
then match drilled the tank skin to the
baffles and ends. I did the same for the
tank skin flange.
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I chose to flush rivet the tank with aviation countersunk solid rivets. It took a few
extra steps to de burr the holes and dimple the pieces, but I like the smooth finish when I’m
done. You could use sealed blind rivets to pop the tank together if you wanted. The tank
needs to be cleaned real well and then a sealer called Pro Seal is mixed up and applied to
each baffle like spreading on peanut butter. It is pretty sticky stuff so protect your hands and
tools and have some solvent handy to clean up with.
You will also need to rivet in a filler spout, a drain to the carb, and a vent line while you are
still using Proseal.
I ended up with a tank that looks just like the one Henry Ford used in 1906 and it fits my
Model N body perfectly. The whole project took me
a couple of evenings and gives me some
satisfaction of a job well done.

Small Brick Furnace

By Steve Dewell
I thought of a little furnace I used when
working on my muzzle loading rifles. It might be of
used to some members who don't have acetylene
torches. It is made from 1 or 2 fire brick,
depending on the size of the brick. Drill through
the long end of the brick with a 1+ inch spade bit
and a 1 inch hole in the side of the brick. A rod or
whatever is to be heated is placed in the long hole
and the end of a propane torch is placed in the
side hole. The brick concentrates the heat as
heating in the open with a propane torch would
not.
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The Time of My Life
By

Ray Puser
I am having the time of my life with this hobby of building HCR’s. My wife and I have
done a lot of RV traveling over the years. On a trip to Tucson AZ., about 5 years ago, a guy
came by our RV site driving a Jimmy Woods carriage. While talking to him he told me that, if
I wanted to build one like his, the plans were on the internet.
I ordered the plans soon after but then sat on them for about three years. I finally got
around to starting the build and about six months later I was driving my Jimmy woods
carriage around the neighborhood. I entered it into a local car show and took the Best of
Show trophy away from all the Hot Rod builders. I had such a good time building the Jimmy
Woods carriage that I started looking for another carriage to build.

I joined the HCRB Group and saw pictures of the REO, thought it would be a
challenging build but I thought the body was made of metal and did not think I could
fabricate it. After reading more about the REO, I realized that the body was built of wood
and figured I had the tools to build it, so I ordered the plans. The rest is history. I am hooked
on this hobby, but afraid that when I get this build done, I will want to start another. Now,
what does one do with a garage full of cars?
We live in Salome Arizona and sixty miles North of where we live, is the town of
Wickenburg. Every February they have the “Gold Rush Days” parade. We entered it last
year and had a great time and plan on doing
it again this year.
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Salome, is quite a rural area and when I was looking for the “T” differential for the
build, I found a guy that has about five acres of old Ford cars (also many other makes) &
has been a lot of help to me. I am really looking forward to attending one of the swap
meets, to locate head and tail lights for my REO build. If anyone in the HCRB Group has
information on swap meets in or around my locale, please get in touch with me.
Ray
Well, fellow Builders, Ray is making real progress on his newest build, the REO.
After receiving the information he sent me by E-Mail for the following article, I simply had to
get in touch with him to tell him how amazed I was in first looking at his pictures. It was like I
was looking at my own pictures I had put in the REO Plans package, for reference by the
Builder, while doing the REO build...
Ray, was following the plans exactly as they were drawn up. He truly wanted to
capture the look of originality as much as possible. This is what true HCR Building is
supposed to be. Replicating the original carriage, in looks, as close as reasonably
possible....:)
Lee

Picture From the Past
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John Masters
an
“Oldsmobile Man”
Through & Through
For all the CDO buff’s in the HCRB Group, I have inserted two pages from
the Active aging Newsletter with the permission of its author, David Dinell. The
two pages were sent in by a true CDO buff & author of the CDO Service & Repair
Manual “1901-1905 Curved Dash Oldsmobile”, John Masters.
I think you will all enjoy the article...
NOTE: Increase the magnification on your viewer if necessary...
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X-Word
Across
1. Horseless Carriage Replica
2. Seat Covers
5. More than much
Down
3.Amts paid
4.Parades _ _ _ fun to ride in
6. Much cost

Make a sentence using the words
Answers on bottom of last page
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In Closing
I am pleased to report that from daily communication with other Builders, the HCR
Hobby is going strong. We have very interesting “Pie Wagon” builds going on at present,
two REO builds, three Ford N’s, several CDO builds not to mention other makes that I never
hear about.
On a personal note, I have finally finished with the totally new transmission install in
my REO “B” Replica, with great results. The new transmission is a “Hydro Gear” unit that
normally goes on one wheel of a zero turn mower of the 1500 lb range. It has a low range
that will allow ease of loading and off loading of my carriages and a high range for parade
running & returning to the trailer at modest speeds if mixed traffic is encountered.
Well, fellow Builders and readers of the HCRB Newsletter’s that is all I have for now.
My thanks again, to all who support the HCR Hobby & have made this all possible...
NOTE: Plenty of time to mark your calendars for the 4th Cotton Ginning Days / HCRB
Meet on October 11, 12 & 13th, 2013 in Dallas, North Carolina, come join us...
Keep On Building!
Lee Thevenet

HCR upholstery costs are very expensive
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